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Make Minneapolis a Union Town

With every passing moment America moves closer to its own armed conflict in the world. Last week General Douglas MacArthur warned that the compulsory military training now in force “will save a million workers to the Fed- eral Trade Commission. The annual report on the war showed that 9,850,000 more workers to the Federal Trade Commission. The annual report on the war showed that 9,850,000

On the National Picket Line
Marcel Scholl

With the passing of unemployment benefits, America moves closer to its own armed conflict in the world. Last week General Douglas MacArthur warned that the compulsory military training now in force “will save a million workers.” This is a general warning which is likely to become a universal warning.

The House Ways and Means Committee has passed a bill which would be of great benefit to the unemployed. The bill would provide for the establishment of a Federal Emergency Relief Administration to distribute funds to the unemployed.

The unemployed workers are going out in force — and the more unemployed —

In New Jersey Relief Administration, Mr. Smollett said, “The unemployed are to be given the order on the construction of the buildings, and are also to be given the order on the building of the highways.”

In Rockford, Lord Secretary, Mr. Smollett was also asked to address the unemployed, and he said, “It is the order of the Committee, and I am also in charge of the order, to give the unemployed a chance.”

In Yonkers, N.Y., Mr. Endicott, P. Wadsworth, a member of the General Council, is pushing for the same organization of unemployment relief.

In Philadelphia, Mr. O'Connor, President of the Industrial Union, is also said to be wash- ing his hands of the situation, and “is waiting to be called by the unemployed.”

All of these patriotic plans, according to Mr. Smollett, are based on the principle that the unemployed are “just as good as the rest.”

The unemployed also emphasized that the unemployed have been waiting for the order to be given them for a long time.

The unemployment situation was discussed in detail, and it was said that the unemployed have been waiting for the order to be given them for a long time.
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TAXI TOPICS

We offer our sympathy to Frank and John Watts, John Watts of the Taxicab Driver's Union.

Every driver in the city should know that the Trotting Horse Rules are under fire. The State Judicial Committee, in its report, makes a few definite statements of the conditions which should determine the movement of horses.

Brother Frank of the Taxicab Driver's Union will hear the report of the Trotting Horse Rules, which are in a very bad condition.

On March 24th the Trotting Horse Rules will be adopted by the Court. The report of the State Judicial Committee should be read by every driver in the city.

We urge you to attend the meeting of the Taxicab Driver's Union, which will be held on Tuesday, April 2nd, at 8:00 P.M., at the Hotel Metropolitan.

FWS Women Call Mothers To Oppose Entry Into War

"REALIZING that the main obstacle to our achievement of better living conditions and a higher humanity is the war," say the Women's Section of the Farm Workers' Union, "we hereby call upon all working women and workers' organizations to support our protest against participation in war," announced these women, stating that they will meet with representatives of the Women's Section of the Farm Workers' Union at 4:30 P.M., on Tuesday, April 2nd, in the International Eastern Union's Hall, 14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue.
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A. What is the Fifth Column?

The war-mongers, from the White House down, are becoming desperate. In an effort to break Wall Street and Big Business, the same group now taken to designating all the opponents of war as "Fifth Columns." As a number of troupes have already been born in this country, a large and formidable body of serious-minded Texas Maverick of San Antonio has equipped a group of cars with a quick-acting gun named "Fifth Columnists." This is an use of the phrase "Fifth Columnist" to attempt to assassinate the American war effort. The New York Times, July 17, 1940.

When I'm on duty, I'm a devil. When I'm not, I'm a devil.

The Anti-Labor Propaganda

Daniel Tully, international president of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, has been arrested on the charge of being a member of a "Fifth Columnist" group. Tully is the secretary of the National Labor Commission in New York City.

Keeping Step With 544

By Mickey Dunn

The umpire who touches the bowler for a raise, and puts off put out by the call that "Fast hands now, but just string along with the company." From The Daily Worker, July 17, 1940.

544 A DICTIONARY OF LABOR TERMS

Redeemer System, the capitalistic system of exploiting and controlling labor is essentially a system of slavery. The worker is denied all the rights of an individual, and his wages are the means of maintaining an employer's capital, which is used to maintain the machinery of production. The worker, who is the source of all wealth, is reduced to the status of a slave.

Local 471 Urges Support To National Dairy Month

Local 471 urges support to National Dairy Month. (Continued from page 1) The dairy industry is an important industry in the United States. It provides employment for millions of workers, and it supplies food for millions more. The dairy industry is also an important source of income for many families.

Laundry Workers Annual Picnic

Sunday, June 16

The annual picnic and related festivities sponsored by the Laundry Workers Local 7 of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America will be held Sunday, June 16, at the Workers Memorial Park, 42nd Street and 9th Avenue. The event will feature a baseball game, speeches, and a variety of other activities.

No Change In Bedding Lockout

The locked bed and strike committee of the United Electrical Workers Local 114 of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America has announced that there will be no change in bedding locks at the Workers Memorial Park Hotel, 42nd Street and 9th Avenue. The committee has been seeking to negotiate a new contract with the hotel management.

S & M Tire Grants Union Demands

The end of negotiations is in sight, as the S & M Tire company has agreed to meet all the demands of the Workers Union Local 303 and the local's president, John J. Tiernan. The company has granted adjustments in wages and hours, and the union has agreed to end the strike.

Businessmen's Money Heaven

A bright light was shed on the problem of wage bargaining when a group of businessmen met in a local hotel to discuss the question of the proper method of bargaining. The meeting was attended by representatives of various labor organizations, and it was decided that the union should have the right to bargain collectively with the employer.

Card of Thanks

We wish to express our appreciation to the following persons for their contributions to the union:...